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Tuesday, 12 July
Walked to Clifford Priory across the fields with Crichton and
Barton. Bevan and Morrell walked on before faster and got there
before us. I had some pleasant talk with Barton, who is a clever
well-read man, about Tennyson, Wordsworth, Mr. Monkhouse, the
Holy Grail, and at last we got to Clifford Priory, very hot, a few
people out in the sun on the lawn, and Lucy Allen came to meet us.
A crowd in the. drawing room drinking claret cup iced and eating
enormous strawberries. Gradually people turned out on the lawn.
Everyone about here is so pleasant and fnendly that we meet almost
like brothers and sisters. Great fun on the lawn, 6 cross games of
croquet and balls flying in all directions. High tea at 7.3 o and croquet
given up. More than 40 people sat down. Plenty of iced claret cup,
and unlimited fruit, very fine, especially the strawberries.
After tea we all strolled out into the garden and stood on the high
terrace to see the eclipse. It had just begun. The shadow was slowly
steadily stretching over the large bright moon and had eaten away
a small piece at the lower left side. It was very strange and solemn
to see the shadow stealing gradually on till half the moon was ob-
scured. As the eclipse went on the bright fragment of the moon
seemed to change colour, to darken and redden. We were well
placed for seeing the eclipse and the night was beautiful, and most
favourable, not a cloud in the way. We watched the eclipse till all
that was left of the moon was a point of brightness like a large three-
cornered star. Then it vanished altogether. Some people said they
could discern the features of the moon's face through the black
shadow.
Meantime we strolled about in different groups and William
Thomas and Crichton ran a race up the steep slippery terrace bank.
The ladies' light dresses looked ghostly in the dusk and at a little
distance it was almost impossible to tell which was a kdy in a white
dress and which was a clump of tall white lilies. Mrs. and Miss
Bridge and Miss Oswald in almost white dresses walked about
together arm in arm covered with one scarlet shawl and Jack Dew
called them 'the three angels'. When they heard this they said they
believed that in reality he had called them 'the three demons'. We
wandered up into the twilit garden and there among the straw-
berries fastened to a little kennel by a collar and a light chain to keep
the birds away was a most dear delightful white pussy, very like

